Details of Sample Preparation
Our SPMBs (Dynabead M450, obtained from Invitrogen) have a nominal diameter of 4.5 ± 0.1 µm, which are fabricated from ferromagnetic nanoparticles (γ Fe 2 O 3 and Fe 3 O 4 ) approximately 8 nm in diameter embedded into a highly cross-linked epoxy at a density of ~ 10 5 nanoparticles per bead. The ferrite nanoparticle orientations are mechanically coupled to the epoxy of the SPMB microsphere, and magnetic interactions with the applied field prompt transient SPMB rotation and alignment of the net induced magnetic moment m to eventually point along an applied magnetic field H. The ensuing torque on the epoxy matrix physically aligns the SPMB such that its net magnetic moment locks to be collinear with H. In addition to AMLC-0001, we use a single-compound nematic LC pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB, obtained from Frinton Laboratories). Cholesteric LC hosts are formed using one of these nematics doped with a small volume fraction of chiral agent (cholesteryl pelargonate obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemistry) to obtain chiral nematics with a cholesteric pitch in the range of 5-30 μm. All particles are dispersed in an LC host via either solvent exchange or sedimentation mixing with both methods yielding comparable dispersion efficiencies [S1]. Cells are constructed from glass slide substrates with homeotropic alignment using dimethyloctadecyl [3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl] ammonium chloride (DMAOP obtained from Arcos Organics). The cell thickness is typically set using spherical spacers dispersed in a UV curable epoxy (NOA-61, obtained from Norland Products). The thickness was varied from 5 to 30 μm. An LC host is infused into these cells via capillary forces and, subsequently, the cell is sealed with fast setting epoxy.
Supporting Movie Captions
Movie SM1: Switching of a bare microsphere with boojums and minor distortion of surrounding liquid crystal to a microsphere-hopfion hybrid state. Tightly focused laser with vertical polarization located near particle surface for approximately 5 seconds induces the hopfion structure around the microsphere. After the laser turns off the hopfion-dressed microsphere is long-term stable.
Movie SM2: A hopfion-dressed microsphere is switched back to a bear microsphere by laser induced distortions approximately 14m from microsphere surface. This induced distortion has a twist opposite of the twist due to the hopfion causing an unwinding effect that takes a couple of seconds. The twist of the distortion is then switched to match the preferred twist of the hopfion by using the small distortions surrounding the microsphere. The hopfion is reexcited by the laser through induced distortion with twist matched to the preferred twist of the hopfion structure.
Movie SM3: Laser induced distortions are used to pull the hyperbolic hedgehog of a toron dressed microsphere away from its equilibrium position. Once the laser is removed from the sample, the defect returns to its original position. The laser position is fixed and the stage is translated.
Movie SM4: Laser induced distortions are unable to move the boojums attached to the microsphere surface demonstrating that this is a hopfion-dressed microsphere with boojums and not the toron dressed microsphere with a detached and movable bulk point or ring defect. The laser position is fixed and the stage is translated.
Movie SM5: Magnetically manipulated SPMB embedded within the double twist cylinder of a toron. Orbital motion is initially clockwise around the toron/SPMB barycenter, and then the rotation sense is switched to counterclockwise by reversing the direction of the magnetic field rotation.
